
Mouse and keyboard navigation 
Click and drag to pan SHIFT + Drag to draw a box and zoom in 
Use Arrow keys to pan SHIFT + CTRL + Drag to zoom out 
+ key to zoom in a level Mouse Scroll Forward to zoom in 
- key to zoom out a level Mouse Scroll Backward to zoom out 
SHIFT + Click to re-center Double Click to Center and Zoom in 

 
Home button 

       The home button will zoom the map to the City of Santa Cruz Water Service Area.  
 
Find my location 

The Find my location button will use your browser’s geolocation features to zoom the map to 
what it believes is your current location.  This generally works well on phones and tablets but 
can produce some interesting results on desktop computers connected by wire to the internet. 

 
Enhanced Search 

The enhanced search feature is the main tool used or finding and selecting features on the 
map. You can search “By Shape”, “By Attribute” and “By Spatial”.   A fourth tab is where your 
search results are displayed. 
Tip: All searches put your results in the results tab and as a new layer in the layer list which you 
can turn on and off, adjust transparency, and export the selected attributes. 

 
Search “By Attribute” allows you to choose on which layer to perform the search and there 
may be several searches available for each layer. Some searches let you enter search 
parameter, like a parcel number, while others let you choose from a list of possible values. 
 

 
 

Search “By Shape” is the tool to use to select features by drawing a shape on the map. The 
shape can be a point, line or polygon. Choose which layer to select from, then choose the 
shape you will draw, then draw the shape.  If you check “enable multi-part graphics” you can 
draw several shapes and select multiple features. You can also use this tool to create buffers. 



 
 

Search ”By Spatial” is the most complex option that lets you select features based on the 
results of your previous search. 

 
Basemap Gallery 

Use the basemap gallery to choose a basemap that best meets your needs. Choices include 
standard map (with streets, cities, parks, etc.), and aerial photography from different years.  
You cannot directly interact with the layers that make up a basemap. 

 
Google Street View 

Tap into Google Street View images using this tool. Activate the tool and then drag the little 
man onto your map. Google Street View will open in a new window, so be sure your popup 
blocker will allow this. 

 



Layers  
 
The Layers List is where you can interact with the wide variety of GIS layers provided though 
cruzMap. “Operational Layers” refers to all the layers that are not part of a basemap, so you 
can interact with them. 
 
Each item in the list is either a map layer or group of layers and has an expand/contract arrow 
followed by a checkbox for visibility, the layer or group name and then a down arrow to access 
a mini-menu. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The mini menu gives you control of the layer or group transparency and also lets you move it 
up or down in the list. The order that items are listed is also the order they are drawn on the 
map. 
 
If the item is a group of layers, clicking the expand arrow will open the group to show all of the 
map layers it contains. Each layer will have its own expand arrow, visibility checkbox and mini- 
menu.  The layer’s expand control reveals the layer’s map symbology, while the mini-menu 
allows you to open up the layer’s attributes in the “attribute table”. You cannot change the 
order of layers within the group. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tip:  If you turn a layer on and don’t see it draw on the map, make sure that the group visibility is turned on too. If it still 
doesn’t draw, you may need to zoom in some more on the map before it will draw. 

 

Legend  
 
The Legend opens a panel that shows the map legend for all visible operational layers. Only 
layers that are actually being drawn on the map appear here.  For example, if you have the 
parcels layer turned on but your map is zoomed out to the entire county, parcels will not draw 
on the map or appear in the legend until you zoom in further. 



 
Print  

 
The Print tool lets you enter options and then create a map that you can print or save. Click or 
tap the advanced button to see more options.  If you find the basemap is not displayed on your 
map, choose “Preserve map extent” and print again. 

 
 

 
 
Measurement 

 The Measurement tool lets you enter areas or distances and then click points on the map to obtain 
a result.  Measurements can be made using metric or imperial units. Latitude and Longitude 
coordinates can also be revealed using this tool.  

 
 
 
Draw 

 The Draw tool lets you add numerous shapes and text to the map.  Once a shape is select you can 
preview the color, transparency, outline color and outline width.  Measurements can also be added 
to the map. The graphic can also be printed to PDF and email when coupled with the print tool.  



 
 
  


